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from 2018/10/05

Basic Subject
Course program Psychology for non-psychologists
Course Course Course Course
Perception Perception Perception Perception
Investigations Investigations Investigations Investigations
Project Project Project Project

Course program Computer Science for non-computer Scientists
Course Course Course Course
Introduction to Computer Science (for non-computer scientists) Introduction to Computer Science (for non-computer scientists) Introduction to Computer Science (for non-computer scientists) Introduction to Computer Science (for non-computer scientists)

Course program Computer Science for all participants
Course Course Course Course

Interdisciplinary Subject
Course Course Course Course

Special Subject
Course Course Course Course
Perception Perception Perception Perception
Learning & Memory Learning & Memory Learning & Memory Learning & Memory
Pattern Recognition Pattern Recognition Pattern Recognition Pattern Recognition
Planning & Reasoning Planning & Reasoning Planning & Reasoning Planning & Reasoning
Hierarchical Planning Hierarchical Planning Hierarchical Planning Hierarchical Planning

Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction
Perception and the Control of Behaviour in Humans Perception and the Control of Behaviour in Humans Perception and the Control of Behaviour in Humans Perception and the Control of Behaviour in Humans
Psychology of Automation Psychology of Automation Psychology of Automation Psychology of Automation
Automation Psychology Automation Psychology Automation Psychology Automation Psychology

Methods, general Concepts & Tools Methods, general Concepts & Tools Methods, general Concepts & Tools Methods, general Concepts & Tools
Concepts of intelligence Concepts of intelligence Concepts of intelligence Concepts of intelligence
Introduction to Artificial Intelligence Introduction to Artificial Intelligence Introduction to Artificial Intelligence Introduction to Artificial Intelligence
Introduction to Human Neuroanatomy and Neurophysiology Introduction to Human Neuroanatomy and Neurophysiology Introduction to Human Neuroanatomy and Neurophysiology Introduction to Human Neuroanatomy and Neurophysiology
Preprocessing and Analysis of Neuroimaging Data Preprocessing and Analysis of Neuroimaging Data Preprocessing and Analysis of Neuroimaging Data Preprocessing and Analysis of Neuroimaging Data
Thinking about Science (Colloq) Thinking about Science (Colloq) Thinking about Science (Colloq) Thinking about Science (Colloq)
Topics in Cognitive Psychology (Colloq) Topics in Cognitive Psychology (Colloq) Topics in Cognitive Psychology (Colloq) Topics in Cognitive Psychology (Colloq)

Applied Subject
Course Course Course Course
Perception Perception Perception Perception
Multisensory Perception for Action 1 Multisensory Perception for Action 2 Multisensory Perception for Action 3 Multisensory Perception for Action 4
Project Advanced Automated Reasoning Project Advanced Automated Reasoning Project Advanced Automated Reasoning Project Advanced Automated Reasoning
Project Computational Vision and Image Processing Project Computational Vision and Image Processing Project Computational Vision and Image Processing Project Computational Vision and Image Processing

Learning & Memory Learning & Memory Learning & Memory Learning & Memory
Project Learning Robots Project Learning Robots Project Learning Robots Project Learning Robots

Planning & Reasoning Planning & Reasoning Planning & Reasoning Planning & Reasoning
Project Advanced Semantic Web Project Advanced Semantic Web Project Advanced Semantic Web Project Advanced Semantic Web
Project Automated Reasoning Project Automated Reasoning Project Automated Reasoning Project Automated Reasoning

Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction
Project Brain-Machine-Interfacing Project Brain-Machine-Interfacing Project Brain-Machine-Interfacing Project Brain-Machine-Interfacing
Project Driver-Vehicle Interaction Project Driver-Vehicle Interaction Project Driver-Vehicle Interaction Project Driver-Vehicle Interaction

Project Information Systems Project Information Systems Project Information Systems Project Information Systems
Project Mobile Assessment of Biognals Project Mobile Assessment of Biognals Project Mobile Assessment of Biognals Project Mobile Assessment of Biognals